740-924-2770

Lawn Care Program Details
1st Application - Bio-Nutrients* crabgrass control and fertilizer - For your first visit, M&I will
apply fertilizer and Bio-Nutrients that promotes early spring green up along with crabgrass
prevention and targeted weed control, a great application to wake up your lawn. A
thorough inspection of your lawn will also be conducted to advise on any prior season
concerns that need to be addressed.
2nd Application - Bio-nutrients*, fertilizer and targeted weed controls - This will promote
greener color and strengthen your root system while reducing the amount of nitrates and
pesticides that traditional lawn companies use this time of the year. A strong root system
creates a thicker, healthier lawn that naturally defends against weeds and annual grasses.
3rd Application - Bio-nutrients*, fertilizer and targeted weed controls - This will strengthen your
lawn while controlling those pesky weeds. The bio-nutrient supplement also helps your lawn
naturally endure the stress of summer by improving the cell structure of your grass. A grub
preventative treatment is recommended at this time to ensure that white grubs do not
devastate your lawn. (A supplemental service provided at an additional charge for Grub
Control).
4th Application - Fertilizer, targeted weed control and/or post-emergent controls - During this
mid-year application, we evaluate and target the specific requirements of your lawn.
Whether it's a boost of fertilizer, a targeted weed treatment or additional post emergent to
control problem grasses, you can count on us to do the right thing for your lawn.
5th Application - Bio-nutrients*, fertilizers and targeted weed controls - This will help your lawn
recover from the stress of summer and take care of any unwelcome weeds. Core aeration
and over seeding are recommended at this time to reduce soil compaction and introduce
improved varieties of grass to your lawn. (A supplemental service provided at an additional
charge for Aeration).
6th Application - Balanced fertilizer - Prior to your lawn going into winter dormancy we will
apply a final fertilization to feed your root system and help the lawn endure the stress of
winter more effectively. This application will also help your lawn green up earlier next spring.

*What are Bio-Nutrient Supplements?
Bio-nutrient supplements improve plant uptake while reducing the quantity of fertilizer and pesticides needed to deliver
superior results. They also naturally improve root density and cell wall thickness, which improves drought tolerance and
insect/disease resistance.

